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SINGLE-DWELLING VIDEO KITS

363911

Pack Item CLASSE 300X13E – LINEA 3000
handsfree video kit with call redirection 
on smartphone and door lock release 
key cards 
Single-dwelling handsfree kit with: Classe 
300X13E internal video unit in light finish with 
Wi-Fi, handsfree, Inductive Loop, 7” Touchscreen 
LCD display and video door entry answering 
machine with call audio/video memory; LINEA 
3000 push-button panel with Zamak front cover, 
wide angle colour camera and proximity reader 
and with a kit of coloured key cards and two door 
lock release clear discs. Can be configured for 
single-dwelling or dual residency installations. It 
can manage a maximum of 20 key cards (125KHz) 
for the electric door lock release (including the 
one for the system management). Nameplate 
lit by white LED. Can be wall or flush mounted 
with specific accessories: (350020) flush mount 
box with (343061) flush mount accessory - to be 
purchased separately. Can be fitted with rainshield 
(343051) – to be purchased separately. The push-
button panel has an IP54 protection rating + IK10 
mechanical impact rating. The Wi-Fi connection 
integrated in the internal video unit, makes it 
possible to associate the device to the Door Entry 
App (available for Android and iOS). Manage the 
main internal video unit functions (receiving calls, 
opening the door lock, activating the entrance 
panel/cycling and extra activations). The internal 
video unit has call audio/video memory and 
Inductive Loop function (to enable use by people 
wearing hearing aids fitted with T selector). It has 
capacitive keys for the control of the main video 
door entry functions: door lock release, handsfree 
connection, activation of entrance panel/camera 
scrolling and favourite key (can be configured to 
activate the quick actions most frequently used - 
eg: staircase lights control, Intercom, additional 
activations).
Access to configuration, adjustments and functions 
using the touch display with graphic interface. Wall 
mount or table-top installation with specific support 
(344632) - to be purchased separately. 

1 363911 Complete single-dwelling kit
(Easy switch to dual residency system by 
purchasing an additional internal unit - refer to 
2-wire system internal units range).
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Using your smartphone, the DOOR ENTRY App 
allows you to manage internal video unit calls 
locally and remotely. With a simple touch open the 
gate, activate the cameras and switch the garden 
timed lights on. Configuring the App needs just a 
few steps and, via the BTicino Cloud, the remote 
connection is totally automated and managed with 
the maximum level of security.
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